
"chara.la" is an entertainment service with digital characters
 charabans, Inc. designs and provides.

BALL SHOOTERS　Ver 1.0

EXTRA.TOUCH① EXTRA.TOUCH② EXTRA.TOUCH③

From our strong experiences in a gaming 
industry, we certainly can deliver the best 
interactive games! A high quality of computer 
graphics will support the best entertainment. 
We deign computer graphics for not only 
players but also audiences who watch it.

From Character design through UI, 2D-3D, 
graphics, background, items, sounds, service, 
# of players, and play hours, we can 
customize everything. If you already have 
characters, it will be easier to develop 
original contents.

It is capable of playing on a big screen, up to 
5m (200in)! You can play with characters 
who are human-sized as you can play it in a 
virtual reality. By utilizing projector mapping, 
it is easy to implement a big screen and your 
extra space will be interactive park 
immediately!

It's exciting than anything
else!

It can be fully customized. Impressive size!

BALL SHOOTERS is an interactive attraction by throwing real 

balls with a censoring technology and project mapping.

Let's start your adve
nture

with EXTRA.TOUCH
 today!

info_chara l a@charabans . co . j pCONTACT
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BALLSHOTERS Speci
fication※1

CUSTOMIZE Specifica
tion※2

Recommended Specif
ication of PC

Extra spaces and walls around stores in shopping malls 
will be an amusement area for an interactive 
entertainment for customers. It is useful to promote your 
original services as well as branding your merchandize

For demonstrating 
in an extra space.

Even if your children don't like to exercise, they will 
definitely exercise throughout playing our gaming 
content with digital characters in Ball Shooters for fun! 
Of course, it is very exciting for adults as well!

Good for exercise.

It's good for an advertisement in any type of event and 
it will definitely gather customers to your booth.

For entertaining at 
any event.

The specification above is a standard design. We can customize 
for any type of request. Please contact us for more details.

※1：

Regardless of whether permanently available contents or limited editions, we are flexible to take any of 
your requests. Please feel free to ask. 
Please contact us regarding spaces of machines, any new design/development, or any other questions.

※3：

Play time

A number of players

Recommended space

Projector

3D-Scanning Sensor

PC

Special balls

Change 3D characters

Change 2D characters

Change a design on a 

background.

Change character voice and 

lines character speaks

Any localization available

・ A set of 3D CG modeling (including setup)

・ Swap animations

・ Replace images

・ Swap 2D animations

・ A set of 3D CG modeling

・ Installation and adjustment within a game

・ Change/Add lines character speaks

・ Add/Change/Implement/Adjust character voices

・ English and Chinese language versions available

・ Change UI (speech lines, rules, etc)

It takes approximately 1 to 3 months to 

implement and adjust the changes, depending on 

your specification and basic design.

ITEM DETAILS REMARKS

3 to 5 minutes

one or two players 

(three players in VS mode)

5m by 3m (16.4ft by 9.8ft)

1

2

1

100 balls
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SCENE※3

OS

CPU

メモリ

GPU

WINDOWS10（64bit）

Core i7-2700K The below specification is a 

minimum requirement.

8G or above

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 6GB The below 

specification is a minimum requirement.

* Please use up-to-date drivers for devices

︓

︓

︓

︓

Please let us know whenever you need any new design for characters or backgrounds. ※2：


